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Overview

● Introduction: 
○ Who/What is Mango Languages? 
○ What is Mango Classroom?
○ Who Am I?

● CODiE Awards Submission for Education Technology:
Best Solution for World Language Learning

1. Assessment
2. Customization
3. Feature Set
4. Feedback
5. Innovation
6. Instructional Design
7. Integration
8. Platform Flexibility
9. Reports

● Wrap-Up
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Introduction
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Mango Languages

Mango Languages

● Founded in 2007
● Based in Farmington Hills, MI
● Serve schools, higher ed, libraries, organizations, individuals 
● Offers 70+ languages (and English from 20 languages) 
● Employs organic language acquisition through conversations
● Emphasizes speaking and listening through native speakers
● Offers access thru web browser (PC/Mac) and app (iOS/Android)
● Highest rated language learning app across platforms

85%
of users improved 
oral proficiency

*Figures based onTrueNorth Test 
ACTFL estimates

74%
participants increased their ACTFL 
proficiency by at least 1 sublevel

*Figures based on TrueNorth Test 
ACTFL estimates

4.8
On the App Store
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Mango Languages – World Languages Offered

Arabic (Egyptian)

Arabic (Iraqi)

Arabic (Levantine)

Arabic (Modern Standard)

Armenian

Azerbaijani

Bengali

Chaldean Aramaic

Cherokee

Chinese (Cantonese)

Chinese (Mandarin)

Croatian

Czech

Danish

Dari

Dutch

Dzongkha

English (20+ ESL/ELL courses)

English (Shakespearean)

Farsi

Finnish

French

French (Canadian)

German

Greek

Greek (Ancient)

Greek (Koine)

Haitian Creole

Hawaiian

Hebrew

Hebrew (Biblical)

Hindi

Hungarian

Icelandic

Igbo

Indonesian

Irish

Italian

Japanese

Javanese

Kazakh

Korean

Latin

Malay

Malayalam

Norwegian

Pashto

Pirate

Polish

Brazilian Portuguese

Potawatomi

Punjabi (Pakistani)

Romanian

Russian

Scottish Gaelic

Serbian

Shanghainese

Slovak

Spanish (Castilian)

Spanish (Latin American)

Swahili

Swedish

Tagalog

Tamil

Telugu

Thai

Turkish

Tuvan

Ukrainian

Urdu

Uzbek

Vietnamese

Yiddish
+30 specialty
courses
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Mango Classroom

Premier K-12 Solution

• Software/app designed to meet needs of
• Diverse Learners
• Teachers (onsite or virtual)
• Administrators
• Families/Community

• Many new features developed through district feedback during 
beginning of COVID when many taught virtually for first time
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Your Presenter (ME!)

Melanie Fox, MSLI
Language Learning Strategist, K-12

● Computational Linguist (MSLI)
● Language Teacher (20+ years)

○ English as a New/Second Language

○ Spanish

○ Speech/Pronunciation (English/Spanish)

● Education Technology (20+ years)
○ Language Learning, Assessment

○ K-12, Adult Ed

○World Languages, English Learning
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CODiE Awards Submission for Education Technology

Best Solution for 
World Language Learning
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Assessment
To what extent are the assessment tools useful and 
functional for the user? 

(Does the assessment place the student at an appropriate 
level of language/ content acquisition?)

Criterion 1:

9

Assessment

Comprehensive formative/summative assessments at key milestones:

• Placement Test
• Pre-Tests
• Post-Tests
• Chapter Quizzes
• Unit Tests
• Course Assessment
• Personalized Review Cards
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Customization
Is the solution customizable for different types of content 
areas, courses, user needs and education outcomes? 

Does it offer customized learning pathways for personalizing 
instruction based on the students’ language level?

Criterion 2:
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Customization

Customized learning pathway based on optional placement test 
optimizes student learning journey:

• Placement test (optional)
• Ability to choose units/chapters/lessons based on topic
• Specialized courses (e.g. business language, text language)
• Ability to choose different activities or learning paths
• Varied content for diverse learners (described more in #3)
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Feature Set
Does the feature set incorporated within this product 
appropriately meet the needs of the users, such as including 
translation features?

Criterion 3:
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Feature Set

Unique feature set, incorporating UDL guidelines, supports students’ 
needs and diverse learning preferences: 

• Visual/Text
• Audio / Native Language Support
• Speaking and Pronunciation Practice (with phonetic pop-ups)
• Listening Passages
• Reading Passages
• Writing – Sentence Construction and Additional Enrichment
• Replay/Pause Button 

14
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resume 
learning

course 
content

language
lessons

profile informationlanguage selection

review 
activity
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Feedback
Do learners with diverse learning styles and abilities receive 
appropriate immediate, corrective feedback and 
reinforcement in the process of building their skills and 
strategies? 

Do students receive feedback in their native language?

Criterion 4:
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Feedback

Learners receive formative feedback from: 

• Chapter Quizzes / Unit Tests / Course Assessment
• Reinforcement from personalized review cards
• Track usage and progress
• Native language supports in English:

• translation
• phonetic transliteration
• explanations of grammar concepts
• cultural aspects

• Voice comparison tool
• In-lesson slide quizzes (self-evaluation/feedback)
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Innovation
Does the system incorporate recent research on learning, 
pedagogical approaches, such as second language 
acquisition theories, innovative approaches to learning, or 
access to new tools with high student interest?

Criterion 5:

19

Innovation
Incorporates current education technology research from Hirsh-Pasek et al.*

• Learning should be active and “minds-on”
àOffer interactive activities/assessments, manipulate audio, analyze semantic color mapping, pronunciation compare

• Users should be engaged
à Keep learners on task (and not distracted) through guided learning pathway with opportunities for interaction and feedback

• Learning should be meaningful
à Discover meaning through s authentic conversations about relevant/interesting topics, read/listen relatable characters 

• Learning should be socially interactive
à Provide high-quality social interaction, learners gain as much from on-screen interaction as face-to-face

• Learning goals should be clear and well-defined
à Designed within the context of learning goals; begin with conversation and grammar goals, analogous to ACTFL and CEFR

*From Hirsh-Pasek et al. (2015). Putting the education in “educational” apps: Lessons from the Science of Learning. Psychological 
Science in the Public Interest, 16(1), 3-34.

20

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13YBP-MA4JycmYimKKl5ENhRW0U9rcavx/view?usp=sharing
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Innovation (Continued)
Best practices in L2 learning and engagement 
(designed L2 principles, e.g. Krashen's 5 Principles, including affective filter)

• Learners need ample, high-quality language input
àRich, plentiful elemental components of language e.g. vocabulary and key grammatical structures. Guide to larger phrases 
and sentences, push making connections just beyond current levels of proficiency. Teach students to negotiate for meaning…

• Learners need opportunities to produce language
à Push learners to produce output and develop beyond understanding meaning. Encourage production w/ strategic activities

• Learners benefit from a balance of implicit and explicit learning strategies
à Leverage power of both methods to create an intuitive but efficient learning experience. Teach vocabulary through 
translations, but guide learners toward an intuitive understanding of grammar adding explicit explanations when needed

• Learning is most effective when affective barriers are minimized
à Create favorable emotions, attitudes due to opportunities to practice speaking in low-pressure environment (e.g. at home—

and with friends and family), reduce anxiety and improve learning. Visual indicators of progress boost motivation and outcomes!
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Innovation – Mango Movies
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Create up to five additional learning 
profiles for family members in their personal 
profile settings. 

Family members can compare learning 
progress and practice new languages 
together.

Innovation – Sharing With Family Members

25

Innovation (Supporting Research / Informed Design)

White Paper Classroom Packages Case Study
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Instructional Design
Is the instruction and content designed to deepen student 
knowledge and skills in the targeted areas using 
differentiated instructional methods? 

Is the curriculum aligned to specific language standards 
and/or language objectives?

Criterion 6:

27

Instructional Design
• Instructional Design Principals and Processes informed content 

and strategies: Intuitive Language Construction
• crafted by expert linguists
• optimize language skills in L2 using DI methods

• Achievements are tracked along the Mango Proficiency Scale
• compares favorably to nationally/internationally recognized 

standards of language proficiency, ACTFL and CEFR 

• Includes 5 C’s of national World-Readiness Standards for 
Learning Languages.

• Integrates conversation and grammar goals
(can-do statements called out in each chapter)

28
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Our most popular language courses 
compare users’ achievements in:

● Listening
● Reading
● Speaking
● Culture

with universally recognized levels of 
proficiency. 

*Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). For comparative and educational purposes only. No association or affiliation with Mango Languages.
**The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). For comparative and educational purposes only. No association or affiliation with Mango Languages.

* **

Instructional Design / Mango Proficiency Scale
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Integration
Does the solution provide straightforward methods for 
bringing in curriculum, third-party content, social media tools, 
internal data or standards information?

Criterion 7:
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Integration

The system integrates with various LMS and integration systems

• LMS
• Canvas (LTI 1.1 or 1.3/deep linking)
• Schoology (LTI 1.1)

• Integration Systems
• Clever
• Classlink

• IMS Global Certified (imsglobal.org)
• “LTI Advantage Complete” (made up of 5 certifications)
• ensure Mango clients experience seamless integrations that are 

secure and maximize the benefits of open standards (IMS Global, 2021)
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Compliant
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Compliant with:

35

Platform Flexibility
Is the solution optimized to be used on various platforms 
(e.g. desktop, tablet, mobile, broadcast) and deliver various 
types of content (text, images, audio, video)?

Criterion 8:
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Platform Flexibility

The solution is optimized to be used on various platforms, including:

• Web-based software
• Desktop/Laptop
• Mac / PC (including Chromebook

• Mobile app
• iOS
• Android
• Highest rated language learning app across platforms

37
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Platform Flexibility

Deliver various types of content:

• Content slides (text)
• Reading (text)
• Audio (from native speakers)

• Conversation speed
• Carefully articulated

• Video (movies)
• Full movie (with caption and color-coded translation options)
• Engage mode

39

Platform Flexibility & Equity of Access – Mobile Apps

Mango’s mobile apps for iOS and Android are 
equipped for:

● Offline learning - pre-downloadable 
lessons

● Bluetooth syncing 
● Auto play features
● Auto-syncing lesson progress
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Reports
Will the system produce useful reports for the organization 
and the user? 

Does it offer standards alignment for reporting student 
mastery of specific learning standards of proficiency level?

Criterion 9:
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Reports
The system produces and displays useful reports for at multiple levels 
in a school or district hierarchy

• Students (user-level)
• Educators (class, group)
• Stakeholders (school, district)

Reports include:
• Proficiency levels (placement tests)
• Usage (time on task)
• Progress
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Reports
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Reports
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Reports
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Reports
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Reports
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Wrap-Up
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Teaching Tools

Course shown: Spanish (Latin American)

Course Guides align Mango Languages’ 
course content with your classroom 
topics and lesson plans. 

49

Professional Learning & Tools

Course Guides Lesson Plans Student Workbooks
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Mandarin ChineseGerman

Classroom Resources

Classroom Guides contains chapter Lesson 
Plans for teachers and Student Workbooks to 
compliment your current class structure or plan 
completely new lessons. 

Available for the following languages:

French

Japanese

Spanish Latin 
American

Italian

English for Spanish 
Language Learners

Course shown: Japanese
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Classroom Resources

Course shown: Spanish (Latin American)

Classroom Guides include a variety of 
individual tasks and group activities, from 
conversation scenarios and writing 
prompts to quizzes and discussion points.
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Raise Engagement  and Motivation with Fun Stuff! J

Exclusive to our customer accounts, Mango Market offers free
promotional items that ship for free directly to US schools to raise 

awareness and excitement. (Some items are virtual/downloadable.)
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Recognitions & Awards
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Thank you!
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